Teen Lingo Pop Quiz
Here ya go—we start this class with a pop quiz. See where you rank when it comes to teen lingo.
1. When a teen girl says, “He’s so fly,” fly means:
a. sticky
b. ugly
c. smelly
d. good looking
2. If your nephew visits and after a bit says, “I gotta’ bounce.” He means:
a. jump around
b. use the bathroom
c. leave
d. make a phone call
3. On Facebook, your friend’s daughter posted a note: “Mom, you made a real photobomb!” she
means her mother:
a. took a great picture of her and shared it on her wall
b. posted an embarrassing picture of her from when she was little
c. added a picture of her in pajamas
d. posted a picture of her with her mom’s silly face blocking her and her friends
4. You look over at your teen and they just texted POS to a friend. What does POS stand for?
a. Parked Out Side
b. Parents Over Shoulder
c. Pickup Offered Sex
d. Party Open after School
5. Caleb comes home from school complaining, “Mom, I got this biter sitting next to me in math
class.” Biter means:
a. a kid who bites their nails
b. someone who bites other people
c. another student who looks at their peer’s test papers to cheat
d. a gum chewer who chews loudly
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6. Valerie shows up at home with three of her friends. Dana whispers in Valerie’s ear, “Why’d
ya invite Gena? She’s such a hater.” Hater means:
a. Gena is pessimistic and gossips
b. Gena is racist
c. she hates her friends
d. Gena is part of a gang
7. You’re in the mall and a group of teens walks by and one is on the phone saying, “Yeah, we’re
just chillaxin’ at the mall.” What does chillaxin’ mean?
a. getting a shake at the food court
b. heading to get a bowl of chili for lunch
c. chilling and relaxing at the same time
d. checking out the merchandise

How’d you do?
Add five points for every question you got right. Here is the breakdown:
SCORE 30-35: “Sick”

(sick=awesome, cool)

You’re epic. You’re like a noob off the hook. (epic=great, noob=no idea about
pop lingo, off the hook=really good)
SCORE 15-25: “Bo Bo”

(bo bo=poor quality, not up to par)

Not bad. You almost pwned this test! (pwnd=to do well on a test)
SCORE 0-10: “Major Noob”

(noob=no idea about pop lingo)

This was an epic fail. You need to hang with the teens! (epic fail=a failure of
great proportions)
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